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Background

• DRID successfully established monitoring 

system for infections among PWID in Europe

• However, environment is changing, 

epidemiologically and institutionally

• Need for reflection



Participants (n=14)

• Seven experts invited from DRID advisory 

group, representing a broad range of 

epidemological realities and expertise

• Most had already agreed to give a 

presentation in the 2012 DRID meeting 

regarding their views on future of DRID

• Seven EMCDDA staff from EPI and other 

units related with DRID



Format

• Free format

• Presentations of 2012 DRID meeting were not 

repeated, but were made available

• All participants asked to give a 5 minute update on 

their views, each short talk followed by discussion

• Key themes emerged that were shaped during the 

day

• Final ‘summary list’ decided at the end of day

• Detailed minutes available on DRID webarea



Key Outcomes (see also workshop 

themes)



Enhancement of communication channels and 
facilitation of experts´ information exchange

• Develop rapid reporting platform to informally link up 

experts

• Continue work on outbreaks and risk assessments, 

annual HIV risk assessment at DRID meeting



Capacity building and reduction of reporting 
burden

• Evaluate burden of current reporting, both within 

countries and at EMCDDA, before looking at ways in 

which this could be reduced.

• Capacity development and the development of 

feedback mechanisms for the service providers who 

gather/provide the data 



Consolidation and improvement of information 
collected by DRID indicators (1)

• Consider developing a DRID study in treatment 

centres using a comparable and simple tool

• Assess issues with the comparability of prevalence 

data obtained from the routine diagnostic testing (e.g. 

from treatment centres) with that obtained from 

studies, to see if improvement is possible



Consolidation and improvement of information 
collected by DRID indicators (2)

• Small modification to the HBV (anti-HBs) data would 

make it useful as vaccination indicator

• Categorising and grading the data on DRID indicators



Areas needed reflection and in depth 
exploration

• Increase awareness of HCV problem, switch main 

focus from HIV to HCV, burden of HCV disease 

assessment

• Non-injectors and stimulants



Further steps

• Workshops to provide input from country 

experts, explore ideas further

• EMCDDA to assess what is feasible to 

prioritise, given budget and other constraints

• Some key themes to be developed earlier 

than others, but probably all suggestions to 

be taken in account for future of DRID



Panel discussion

• Provide (brief) opportunity to interact with the 

DRID meeting participants

• Not intended to discuss in detail all proposals, 

however try to briefly touch most of them by 

inviting questions from the room

• To prepare / give framework for the 

workshops



Introduction to workshops (‘Rules’)

• Please go to assigned workshop (see 

workshop lists), may switch after 45 minutes

• Please help moderator in finding a rapporteur

(1-2 pages in Word for inclusion in meeting 

report)

• No general feedback session possible

• Moderator to stop on time for break
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